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ABSTRACT:In the present research algorithms employing fuzzy logic on 

median and mean filters for improving impulse noise removal performance 

for image processing have been developed. These algorithms can achieve 

significantly better image quality and capable of preserving the intricate 

details of the image than classical arithmetic and mean filters when the 

images are corrupted by impulse noise.The proposed fuzzy image filters 

(Filter1, Filter2 and Filter3) are based on a combination of fuzzy impulse 

detection and restoration of corrupted pixels. Fuzzy knowledge base required 

for detection of impulses.The research also presents an adaptive fuzzy filter 

system (filter 4) for noisy image enhancement combining smoothing and 

sharpening. The method is automatically obtaining an optimum parameter 

value adaptively by evaluating the local features. We present the results for 

different levels of impulse noise corruption on several real images, and the 

performance of our proposed filters is compared with statistical noise 

removal methods to show the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. 
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Introduction 
As the population in the Internet 

swells, more and more kinds of 

digital data are being delivered in 

the network. 

No mater what kind of digital data 

it is: text, sound and image all 

included, it may very easily be 

damaged in unsound circuits or on 

unsafe channels. This blur caused 

during transmission is called noise. 

Noise is a big common problem in 

electronic communication; it may 

cause data loss or misplacement 

[1]. 

The most common noise in the 

Internet communication is impulse 

noise [2][3], which usually corrupts 

pixels into relatively low or high 

pixel values when we transfer 

uncompressed image on the 

Internet [4]. 

Preprocessing steps is important to 

eliminate noise before subsequent 

processing such as object 

recognition, edge detection, image 

segmentation, feature extraction 

and pattern recognition [4][5]. 

Conventional image enhancement 

techniques such as mean and 

median filtering have been 

employed in various applications, 

but have the disadvantage of 

performing poorly when it comes 

to preserving intricate details of an 

image [6][7]. 

Towards overcoming the 

disadvantages, fuzzy logic which 

mimics human reasoning and 

tolerance ambiguities well are 
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increasing being looked into as 

alternatives to these conventional 

techniques. When using fuzzy logic 

to any particular application fuzzy 

rule base should be decided and 

the parameters of the membership 

functions used in the inference 

process should be selected. 

Usually, human intuition is used to 

decide these rule bases and 

parameters with the intention of 

seeing a human-like behavior from 

the system [8]. 

In this research, fuzzy logic is 

employed to show how it could be 

used in practical digital image 

processing system to remove heavy 

impulse noise from corrupted 

images. This is specifically true in 

automated processes where the 

human intervention is a minimum. 

Fuzzy Image Processing 

 Fuzzy image 

understanding: 
To apply the idea of fuzzy set to 

image processing problems, one 

should develop a new image 

understanding. We need a new 

image definition, some ways to 

fuzzify the images and their 

features, and finally, an extension 

of digital topology, which plays a 

pivotal role in image 

representation and local 

operations respectively. 

An image X of size M x N with L 

gray levels g: 0,1,2,……...…L-1, 

can be defined as an array of fuzzy 

singletons indicating the 

membership values µmn of each 

image point Xmn regarding to a 

predefined image  property . 

 

  
 

              (1)                                                       

 

The definition of the membership 

value µmn depends on the specific 

requirements of actual application 

and the corresponding expert 

knowledge. 

Fuzzy image processing is a kind of 

nonlinear and knowledge–based 

image processing. The difference 

to other methodologies is that 

fuzzy techniques operate on 

membership values. Therefore 

image fuzzification is always the 

first processing step [9][11]. 

Structure of fuzzy image 

processing: 
Fuzzy image processing 

consists generally of three steps 

fuzzification (image coding), 

operations in the membership 

plane, and finally defuzzification 

(decoding of results). 

Fuzzification does mean 

that we assign the image (its gray 

levels, features, segments,…) with 

one or more membership values 

regarding to the interesting 

properties. After transformation of 

image into the membership plain, a 

suitable fuzzy approach aggregates 

AND/OR modifies the membership 

values. To achieve new results the 

output of membership plain should 

be decoded (defuzzification). It 

means that the membership values 

are retransformed into the gray 

level plane [10]. 

 

Fuzzy Image Noise Detection 
Fuzzy logic is a very 

powerful tool which has strong 

capabilities to deal with set of data 

having vagueness and complex 

variation. [8]  

Thus, fuzzy knowledge base 

can be employed to make decision 

of the noisiness of the pixels in an 

image corrupted with high 

impulsive noise and assign each 
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pixel of the noisy image a degree of 

noisiness (between 0&1) which 

would represent as to what extent 

a given pixel has been corrupted. 

 

The Proposed Fuzzy Image 

Filters 

Filter 1: Median fuzzy filter  
Median filter was initially 

introduced to eliminate impulse 

noise [12]. To recover original 

pixel values from corrupted image 

we develop a fuzzy noise detection 

process. We use fuzzy reasoning to 

detect if the pixel is noisy and to 

reconstruct the pixel by using 

median filter. 

Step1: The source image is 

partitioned into overlapping 2-D 

blocks of size 5×5, which are 

processed sequentially in a raster 

scan fashion, left to right and top 

to bottom sliding window of 5×5 is 

shown below. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 
 
 

Let us suppose the pixel to be 

processed is W00. 

 

Step2: In this step of method, we 

divide the 5×5 neighborhood 

region consisting of 25 pixels into 

eight sub-regions of 3×3 pixel 

windows, each containing nine 

pixels as shown in Figure 1.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         (a)      (b) 

Figure 1. Eight (8) sub-region created 

inside the 5×5 sliding window 

Step3: Next we calculate the 

median values of each of these sub 

regions of the 5×5 neighborhood as 

shown below: 

 
M1=median-of (Wk | k=0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 

11, 12) 

M2= median-of (Wk | k=0, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 

12, 13) 

M3= median-of (Wk | k=0, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 

13, 14) 

M4= median-of (Wk | k=0, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 

15, 16, 17) 

M5= median-of (Wk | k=0, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 

17, 18, 19) 

M6= median-of (Wk | k=0, 11, 12, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21, 22) 

M7= median-of (Wk | k=0, 12, 13, 16, 17, 

18, 21, 22, 23) 

M8= median-of (Wk | k=0, 13, 14, 17, 18, 

19, 22, 23, 24) 

 

Step 4: We transfer the region 

within the 5×5 neighborhood 

window into a virtual 3×3 window 

as shown below by using the 

median values M1, …, M8. 

 

 

 

  

 
Now the median value calculated 

above are used during the noise 

detection process instead of the 

actual pixels, which can be 

corrupted themselves. 
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Step5: The input variables to the 

fuzzy knowledge base are the 

intensity median differences given 

by 

                                                                                              

Dj= abs (Mj –W00 )   j=1,…,8    (2) 

   

Since gray scale images are 

being processed, the input variable 

interval for Dj is [0-255] 

 

Step6: To evaluate the differences 

calculated in step 5, two input 

fuzzy sets, name Difference_High 

(DH) and Difference_Low (DL) are 

define with Gaussian membership 

functions, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Fuzzy sets for 

input variables to the Fuzzy 

Knowledge Base 

 

The output variable of the 

fuzzy inference engine noisiness 

[0,1], is a number of two 

trapezoidal fuzzy sets, Very_Low  

(VL) and Very_High  (VH) given 

as Figure 3: 
 

 

Figure 3. Fuzzy sets for output of 

Fuzzy Inference engine 

 
  

There are 16 rules in the fuzzy rule 

base as shown in table (1). The rules 

are built using intuition of how the 

intensity differences determine the 

existent of the noisy pixel. 

Table 1: fuzzy rule-base  

For example in the antecedent side 

of rule 16 the median difference 

intensity of D1, D2, D3 and D4  is 

High then in the consequent side 

the noisiness is Very High . 

 Each rule is designed to 

deal with a particular pattern of 

intensity difference among the 

virtual neighboring pixels 

M1,…,M8 and the pixel W00. 

 Given a 16 fuzzy rule base, 

the output noisiness as given in 

equation (3) uses a singleton 

fuzzifier, Mamdani product 

inference engine and center 

average defuzzifier. 

 

 

                                                  

(3) 

 
 

Where R: represent no. of rules in 

the rule base. 

 :represent the center of out 

put sets. 

Step7: The output of the fuzzy 

inference engine which represents 

the noisiness of the pixel under 

consideration in the corrupted 

image is used to calculate the new 

gray level of the pixel which will 

replace the corrupted pixel. 

 

W00 
(new)

=Nd × Rvalue+(1-Nd) ×W00 (4) 

                  

Rule 

number 
D1 D2 D3 D4 

Noisi

ness 

Rule 1 DL DL DL DL VL 

Rule 2 DL DL DL DH VL 

Rule 3 DL DL DH DL VL 

 … … … … … 

Rule 16 DH DH DH DH VH 
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Where Rvalue = median (Mj and 

j=1,…,8) is the reconstructed 

value, Nd is the degree of noisiness 

of the selected pixel. 

 

Step8: Go to second step with new 

5×5 sliding window from the 

corrupted image, until reach last 

block in the image. 

4.2 Filter 2: Mean fuzzy filter 
In this method we use the 

algorithm of the fuzzy median 

filter for noise detection process 

which explained in previous 

section to recover the original pixel 

value from the corrupted image. 

But we calculate in this fuzzy filter 

the mean values of each sub 

regions of the 5×5 sliding windows 

and the mean values for the 

variable Rvalue which used in 

equation (4) to calculate the 

enhancement pixel. 

4.3 Filter3: Hybrid Fuzzy 

Filter 
 The algorithm compare the 

intensity difference between a 

selected pixel and the neighboring 

pixels in a sliding window of size 

3×3, then fuzzy reasoning used to 

detect if the pixel is noisy and to 

reconstruct the pixel by using 

mean and median filter. 

 

Step1: The source image is 

partitioned into overlapping 2-D 

block of 3×3, which are processed 

sequentially in a raster scan 

fashion, left to right and top to 

bottom. 

A 3×3 sliding window is shown 

below. 

 

 
 

 

 

Step2: Calculate the input 

variables to the fuzzy knowledge 

base by take the intensity 

differences given by 

 

    Xi = abs(Wi-W0)  i=1,2,3,4     

(5) 
 

Where -W0 is the pixel to be 

processed.  

      -Wi represents the pixel W1 to 

W4 that have been processed. 

The intensity difference values for 

pixels W5 to W8 are uncertain 

because they may be corrupted by 

noise, so they are not used as fuzzy 

inputs. 

 

Step3: Fuzzification the four input 

variables using two input fuzzy 

sets named Difference_High (DH) 

and Difference_Low (DL) using 

trapezoidal membership functions 

as show in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Fuzzy membership 

functions for input variables to the 

Fuzzy Knowledge Base 

The output variable of the fuzzy 

inference engine nosiness  [0,1], is 

a member of two fuzzy set 

Very_Low  (VL) and Very_High  

(VH) shown in   Figure 3. 

 There are 16 rules in fuzzy 

rule base; these rules are built 

using institution of how the 

intensity difference determines the 

existence of a noisy pixel. Each 

rule has been designed to deal with 

a particular pattern of intensity 
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difference among the neighboring 

pixels. 

 The output noisiness given 

in equation (3) uses a singleton 

fuzzifier, Mamdani fuzzy inference 

engine and center average 

defuzzification . 

 

Step4: The pixel in this step is 

reconstructed by using the median 

value when intensity gradient is 

high and the mean value when the 

intensity gradient is low. 

The intensity gradients are 

calculated below: 

 

 G (1) = abs (W4-W5).   

 G (2) = abs (W2-W7).   

 G (3) = abs (W3-W6).   

 G (4) = abs (W1-W8).   

 

The median value Omedian is 

calculated using a 3×3 sliding 

window, while the mean value 

Omean is calculated using the two 

outer pixels corresponding to the 

minimum gradient.The minimum 

gradient fuzzified using two fuzzy 

sets Low_Gradient (GL)and 

High_Gradient (GH) by equation 

(6). 

Then the reconstructed pixel value 

is obtained by take the weights for 

both mean and median. 

 

Orec= GL(X) ×Omean+ GH(X) × Omedian       (7) 

 

Now the enhanced pixel output is 

given by equation (8) 

 

 Oenhanced= noisiness×W0 + (1- 

noisiness) ×Orec         (8) 

 

Step 5:Repeat steps 2-4 with new 

intensity sliding window until last 

image block. 

 

4.4 Filter 4: Adaptive fuzzy 

filter 
 The noisy image can be 

enhancement by combined 

sharpening and smoothing 

techniques in the same processing 

image [13]. The former aims at 

increase the luminance difference 

between the center pixel and its 

neighborhood, while the latter 

aims at reducing the increase in 

noise. The developed enhancement 

technique algorithm is 

implemented as following: 

 

Step1: The image enhancement 

technique operates on a window of 

size 3×3 as shown below.  

    

 

  
 

 

 

Let Wi,j be the pixel 

luminance at location (i,j), and let 

A denoted the set of N=8 

neighboring pixels. 

 

Step2: We compute the noise 

amplitude by considering fuzzy 

relations between the center pixel 

and its neighbors using the 

following relationship  

 

 

                                                          

(9) 

 

Where k=1 and Rv represent the 

class of fuzzy relations described 

by the parameterized membership 

functions: (10) 
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Step3: Obtain the possible noise 

free value Yi,j of the pixel 

luminance at location (i,j) by 

subtracting the noise estimate Wi,j 

from the original pixel luminance 

Wi,j : 

 

   Yi,j=Wi,j- Wi,j                            (11) 

 

Step4: Repeat the operations from 

Step1 to Step3 for all image pixels. 

At the end of processing all image 

pixels in Step4 smoothing image 

was implemented. 

 

Step5: Now the sharpening 

operation is performed on the 

result of smoothing operation by 

repeat Step1 to Step 4 using the 

same fuzzy equations as defined by 

(1-2)with k=2, but the output Wi,j 

, added to the original pixel 

luminance Wi,j  

 

    Yi,j=Wi,j + Wi,                (12) 

 

4.4.1The strategy to choose an 

optimum value for  
         An appropriate choice of  in 

the smoothing case permits us to 

remove noise in the image, the 

larger the , the more smoothing 

occurs (increase of detail blur) ,if  

is small ,the noise might not 

removed. 

In the case of sharpening, a large 

value of  causes sharper contrast 

among pixels, this decreases the 

smoothness of uniform areas. 

We use fuzzy membership 

functions to adaptively obtain the 

parameter  so that, the 

appropriate amount of smoothing 

and sharpening is applied to each 

pixel, this done by tuning the  

parameter according to a 

membership function which 

reflects the local noise pattern and 

can be define by   (13)                      

Where 
jiW ,

  represent the degree 

of compatibility of a neighboring 

pixel 
nm

W
,

, the 
nmW ,

 is a 

decreasing function of the scaled 

residual  

nmW ,
 = 

ji

nmji
WW

,

2

,,
)(




 

In which â is the scale parameter 

and can be determined on the basis 

of the variations in pixel intensities 

in a given window. â reflect the 

variance of  luminance differences 

between the center pixel and its 

neighboring pixels as described by 

the function: 
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To find whether a particular 

center pixel is an impulse noise 

pixel, we have to consider the 

compatibility of all the neighboring 

pixels by taking the mean of ىwi,j as 

described by the function: 

 

                                                        

(15) 
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If the center pixel Wi,j  is an 

impulse noise pixel, the 

compatibility  will be small, 

resulting in a small µc if the center 

pixel Wi,j is part of a uniform area, 

µc would be large.  

We will denote smooth for 

smoothing and sharp for 

sharpening, smooth  should 

decrease as µc increases so as not to 

blur edges. Smooth is given by the 

following relationship:  

 

                                                                                                            (16) 

sharp should be small in the 

presence of impulse noise and 

larger in areas which are relatively 

noiseless. The resulting 

membership function of sharp is an 

increasing function of µc. 

Experimental Results 
  We use PSNR (Peak Signal 

to Noise Ratio) to evaluate the 

difference between pre and post 

processing images. PSNR is 

defined as follows: 

 

       

  


M

i

N

j jiji
II

MN 1 1

2

,,
)(

)(

1
 MSE

            (18) 

 

         
MSE

PSNR
2

10

)255(
log10     (19)                                                                          

The variables M and N 

respectively denote the height and 

width of an image, I and I  stand 

for the versions of source and 

processing image. The larger the 

PSNR value is the more similar 

two images are. 

To examine the effectiveness of 

the developed fuzzy filtering 

system, the fuzzy filters were 

implemented on four different 

standard test images: (Lenna, 

Pepper, Car and Girl) contain a 

mixture of details, flat regions, 

shading and texture that do a good 

job of testing various image 

processing algorithms and having 

size 256256 pixels. First of all, 

these images are corrupted by 

three different noise levels viz. 10٪, 

20٪  

and 30٪ salt and pepper to 

demonstrate the results of 

application of these methods. 

Figure 5.(a) and Figure 6.(a) show 

the Original images, while images 

corrupted by salt and Pepper noise 

with corruption levels of 20٪ and 

30٪ are given in Figure 5.(b) and 

Figure 6.(b)  

respectively. The results for 

Lenna and Pepper images after 

applying different filters are shown 

in Figure 5.(c-h), Figure 6.(c-h) 

respectively. 

The resulting PSNR for various 

filters is given in Table 2  for 

Lenna image, in Table 3  for 

Pepper image, in Table 4  for the 

Girl image and in Table 5  for Car 

image. 

 

Table 2: Performance of various 

filters on the Lenna image 
 

 

 

 PSNR 

10٪ 20٪ 30٪ 

Noise  

Image 

25.5032 22.3372 20.6123 

Mean  25.9907 24.0996 23.9594 

Median  28.9515 27.8850 26.8310 

Filter1 31.4019 30.6188 29.0119 

Filter2 30.5885 30.5498 29.8672 

Filter3 30.4359 30.0937 29.0123 

Filter4 28.0359 27.7984 26.1083 
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Table 3: Performance of various 

filters on the Pepper image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Performance of various 

filters on the Girl image 

 

Table 5: Performance of various 

filters on the Car image 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Conclusion 
In this paper, the combination 

of fuzzy logic techniques and 

simple filters is achieved for 

impulse noise reduction based on 

the detailed information on the 

difference between pixels. Fuzzy 

rule based enhancement is an 

attractive solution to removing 

noise while preserving the integrity 

of edges as much as possible.  

An effective method combining 

smoothing and sharpening in the 

presence of impulse noise also 

employed for construct 

enhancement to reduce image 

noise. In the proposed method, the 

different parameter values are 

adaptively obtained according to 

fuzzy membership function. 

The performance is examined 

under salt and pepper noise model. 

The final images from different 

fuzzy filters are compared with 

those of other statistical filters 

using real images such as Lenna, 

Peppers, Car and Girl. In the 

experiments, it has been observed 

that the results of the proposed 

fuzzy filters are showed better 

performance and are an 

improvement over the classical 

arithmetic filters mean and median 

on the PSNR. A compatibility 

measure PSNR is calculated at 

each pixel which represents the 

noise content in it, PSNR shows the 

ability to remove impulse noise 

while preserving edge sharpness 

and the results are shown in tables 

(2, 3, 4, 5).      
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         (c )      (d)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 (e)      (f) 

                                 (g)      (h) 

 Figure 5. The test image: Lena, (a) Original image (b) Noise 20 ٪salt and 

pepper image. Filtered images: (c) restored by Static Mean Filter (d) restored by 

Static Median Filter (e) restored by Filter1 (f) restored by Filter2 (g)restored by Filter3 

(h) restored by Filter4 
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Figure 6. The test image: Peppers, (a) Original image (b) Noise 30 ٪salt 

and pepper image. Filtered images: (c) restored by Static Mean Filter (d) 

restored by Static Median Filter (e) restored by Filter1 (f) restored by 

Filter2 (g) restored by Filter3 (h) restored by Filter4. 
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 أزالة ضوضاء الصورة بأستخدام تقنيات المنطق المضبب
 

 د.ندى نعمت سليم      سحر خالد احمد        ورقاء يونس ابراهيم
 

E.mail:scicolanb@yahoo.com 

 الخلاصة:
تم اقتراح خوارزميات تستخدم أو تطبق المنطقق المضقبب ىلقل المراقو الوسقطي  في هذا البحث

والمراو ألمعدلي لغرض تحسقي  طريققة إزالقة الضوضقاء فقي معالصقة الصقور. وهقذز الخوارزميقات حسقنت 
مق  م  كفاءة ونوىية الاحتفقا  بتفاصقيا الصقورة مقارنقة بالمراقحات التقليديقة المتبعقة لزالقة الضوضقاء 

 الصور التي تعرضت إلل ضوضاء اديدة.
مراققحات الصققور المضققببة المقترحققة تعتمققد ىلققل إيصققاد وتحديققد نسققبة الضوضققاء أولا باسققتخدام 
المنطق المضبب ثم استرصاع قيمة النقطة التي تعرضت للضوضاء. ولتحديد الضوضاء نحتاج إلقل قاىقدة 

حديد البيانات المضببة الداخلة والخارصة للقاىدة معلومات مضببة والتي تاما تحديد القواني  المضببة وت
 المضببة.

تحسي  الصور المعرضة للضوضاء وذلك بدمج طريقة التنعقيم وطريققة  أيضاوفي هذا البحث تم 
تحديد تفاصيا الصورة مق  المنطقق المضقببم كمقا إ  هقذز الطريققة تغيقر مق  ققيم المعقاملات المسقتخدمة 

 ت المتوفرة آنيا للحصوا ىلل القيمة المثالية.بالاىتماد ىلل الصفات والمعلوما
تقققم حسقققاب النتقققانج لعقققدة أنقققواع مققق  الصقققور التقققي تعرضقققت لمسقققتويات  كميقققات  مختلفقققة مققق  
الضوضاء. وتم مقارنة النتانج التي توصلنا إليها باستخدام الطرق المقترحة لزالة الضوضاء مق  المنطقق 

الوسققطي والمراققو ألمعققدلي لزالققة الضوضققاء لبيققا   المضققبب والطققرق الرياضققية التقليديققة وهققي المراققو
 كفاءة الطرق المقترحة.


